
Put p u r  trust in a virtuous prince-Machiavelli 
“Put not your trust in princes”-Psalm 146 

OF VIRTUE & FOREIGN POLICY 
by Henry Steele Commager 

Oiice a pear tiarioii coniniirs i/se& ir tnusr prevail. Ir will 
acquire tio kudos .fiw tratismirriiiF: irs ititier doubts itiro 
licsirurioii. 

-Henry Kissingcr 

The scarch for virtuc in the Western world had its 
origins in ancient Greece and Rome, where the terms 
are16 and wirru embodied valor, courage, chivalry, 
manliness, fortitudc, loyalty, rectitude, and ex- 
cellence. Perhaps our word magtianimiry comes closer 
than any other to thcsc connotations. Virtuc was, for 
the most part, secular, not religious; its implications 
wcrc public rather than private. It applicd to thosc 
who, in the words of Pcricles’ Funeral Oration, “knew 
that thc secret of happiness was freedom, and the 
secret of.freedom a brave heart, and who did not stand 
aside from the onset of the enemy.” 

The concept of virtue has inspired and troubled 
Wcstern man now for over two thousand years; 
though we exalt it, we are perhaps farther from vin- 
dicating it in public life than any previous gencration. 

It is interesting that the exercise and vindication of 
virtue emerged early in history in the form of a 
conflict between the standards of private virtue and 
public virtuc and in the conflict between thc standards 
of virtue in the domestic arena-standards dictated 
for the most part by custom and law-and standards 
in the arena of foreign relations-fixed neither by 
custom nor law. No more illuminating chapter here, 
and none with more contemporary analogies, than 
that which Thucydides recounts in his history of the 
Athcnians’ destruction of Melos, an indepcndcnt city- 
state. 

The Athenian commander gave the Melians a 
choice of surrender or annihilation. “In our view,” 
said the spokesman for the Melians, “it is useful that 
you should not destroy a principle that is to the 
general good of all men-that there should be such a 
thing as fair play and just dealing. How, then, could it 
be good for us to be slaves, and you to be masters?” 
To this the Athenians responded that “you, by giving 
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in, would save yourselves from disaster, and we, by 
not destroying you, would be able to profit from you.” 
When the Melians invoked the gods and the principle 
of justice, the Athenians replied: “Our opinion of the 
gods and our knowledge of men leads us to conclude 
that it is a necessary law of nature to rule wherever 
one can. This is not a law that we made ourselves. We 
found i t  already in cxistence and we shall leave it to 
exist forever among them who come after us.” 

It did. 
The Mclians werc not persuaded and chose to fight . 

for their independence. For over a year they resisted, 
but in the end they were forced to capitulate. All the 
adult males were put to death; thc women and 
children were sold into slavcry. Thucydides’ comment 
on all this has a modern ring: “We know that in the 
discussion of human affairs, the question of justice 
arises only where thc pressure of necessity is equal, . 
and that the strong take what they can and the weak 
grant what they must.” 

Four centuries later we read in Tacitus the same 
argument from a follower of the Emperor Nero. One 
of some four hundred slaves of the city prefect had 
murdercd his mastcr. Ancient custom required as 
punishment for such an atrocity the death of all four 
hundred: Fear would thus compel thc disclosure of 
any plot by slaves against Romans. When the Roman 
populace clamored against so monstrous a punish- 
ment for the innocent, one Gaius Cassius defended 
the wisdom and necessity of the practice: “Who will 
be safe from the number of his slaves when four 
hundred have not protected him? It will be said that 
the innocent will perish. But there is some injustice in 
every great precedent which, though injurious to in- 
dividuals, has its compensation in the public conve- 
nience.” Then, and since, that argument has proved 
compelling. 

It was with Machiavelli that the philosophy he  
liimsclf formulated as Rcason of State achieved not 
only dignity but something close to official status; you 
can read it in Pie Prince and more elaborately in the 
Discourse oti Livy. Machiavelli’s concern was not with 
morals but with power, and his philosophy was 
wholly secular. His logic essentially was that 
embraced by the leaders of most modern nations, 
namely, that the claims of the state take precedence 



over all competing claims and that the survival, 
prosperity, power, and glory of the state is the ulti- 
mate good before which all competing goods must 
give way-and certainly those that masquerade as 
morality. 

Machiavelli did not regard himself as an enemy of 
morality. Quite the contrary. If a responsible state that 
might spread its authority over other states was the 
ultimate good, then whatever contributed to the 
power and prosperity of such a state was, by any larger 
standard, good. 

But if men were by nature corrupt, how was virtue 
to flourish? Machiavelli’s answer-put your trust in a 
virtuous Prince-is familiar enough, but so too is the 
admonition in the Psalms, “Put not your trust in 
Princes.” But the virtue Machiavelli prescribed for his 
ideal Prince was the very opposite of that ideal virtue 
prescribed by theologians and philosophers. It was a 
virtue dictated not by a just God but by Reasons of 
State. 

This meant that the ideal Prince should be not so 
much a man of virtue as a man of power, one who 
could enhance the larger good even at the expense of 
particular evil and the future good at the expense of 
present iniquity. As for power, the Prince must 
have-and impose-absolute authority over his sub- 
jects. Thus he could force them to be virtuous-by his 
standards-and thus too he could punish them inex- 
orably if they refused to be so. 

The philosophy of Reason of State, together with 
Reason of Faith (or of Church), was embraced in- 
discriminately in the Renaissance and Reformation. It 
dictated the expulsion of the Moors and the Jews 
from Spain by the monarchs who presided over the 
discovery of America. In the New World it justified 
the nearkxtermination of the natives of the Carib- 
bean islands, Mexico, and Peru because they were 
heathen. It justified too in sixteenthcentury France 
the St. Bartholomew massacre and again, a century 
later, the revocation of the Edict of Nantes and the 
destruction or expulsion of the remaining Huguenots. 
It was invoked by Spanish monarchs to justify .a cen- 
tury-long war to incorporate the Netherlands into the 
empire,and by English monarchs to justify a twocen- 
tury-long reign of terror against Catholics in Ireland. 
All of these are chapters in the history of foreign 
affairs ... or of affairs thatebecame foreign! 

OF NATIONALISTS AND WORLD CITIZENS 
The same century that witnessed the waning of the 
wars of religion saw the emergence of the two most 
powerful forces of modern history: nationalism and 
the Enlightenment. It was a nationalism that we asso- 
ciate with the limitless ambitions of. a Louis XIV in 
France and of Spanish, English, French, Dutch, and 
even Swedish exploitation of the New World. It was 
an Enlightenment that found its most characteristic 
expression in the world of natural philosophy, or, as 
we would say, science. 

Nationalism has to its credit the effective adminis- 
trative organization of scores of territories and ethnic 
groups, the establishment of political order, and far- 
reaching economic and cultural achievements. But for 

more than two centuries now it has found its most 
characteristic expression in aggrandizement, imperial- 
ism,conquest, and war-in the conquest and exploita- 
tion of “backward” peoples and in the cultivation of 
ideologies more often malign than benign. In the eigh- 
teenth century, to be sure, and sporadically in the 
nineteenth, nationalism allied itself with the En- 
lightenment. But increasingly since the mid-nine- 
teenth century it has subverted or rejected its princi- 
ples and precepts. 

By contrast with all this, the philosophers of the 
Enlightenment-from Newton and Leibnitz to  
Voltaire and Diderot, from Joseph Banks and Joseph 
Priestly to Franklin and Jefferson-regarded them- 
selves as citizens of the world. Everywhere they as- 
sumed the priority of the claims of humanity and of 
science over those of nationalism and politics. 

What is to us most instructive is that the leaders of 
the first people to “bring forth” a new nation were no 
less loyal to the Enlightenment than they were to their 
new political creation. Of Franklin and Jefferson, John 
Adams and James Madison, John Jay and James 
Wilson, Tom Paine and Joel Barlow it truly could be 
said, perhaps for the first time in history, that the 
Platonic ideal of philosophers as kings was realized. 

For two centuries science was to flourish, some- 
times in the service of nationalism, sometimes suc- 
cessfully appealing from the claims of nationalism to 
the claims of morality and posterity. But never again 
would it recapture that sense of independence, pri- 
vilege, and even innocence that it enjoyed during the 
Enlightenment. Thai was an age when Napoleon 
could exempt the city of Gijttingen from attack by his 
victorious army because it  housed the greatest 
classicist in the world, Christian Heyne. It was an age 
when the French Instifur could confer on Englishman 
Humphrey Davy its gold medal and when, even as 
war still raged, Davy could cross the Channel to accept 
it. “Some people,” he wrote, “say I ought not to accept 
this prize, but if the two governments are at war, men 
of science are not.” And in Weimar, Goethe wrote 
that “science and art belong to the whole world, and 
the barriers of nationality vanish before them.” 

Alas, the barriers did not vanish. Even as the 
philosophes affirmed their allegiance to mankind, their 
patrons pursued policies of Reason of State. Nowhere 
was this incongruity more conspicuous than in Fred- 
erick I1 of Prussia, called “the Great,” a monarch 
whose career overlapped those of both Lasing and 
Goethe. He thought of himself as “enlightened,” and 
in this judgment he had the support of Voltaire, 
Diderot, and Maupertius, president of the Academy of 
Science, which he, Frederick, had refounded. His Po- 
litical Testament set forth with compelling logic the 
philosophy of an enlightened despot; believing it a 
philosophy so different from that of Machiavelli, he 
thought he could call another of his treatises Anti- 
machia velli! 

But the paradox was there all the same, osten- 
tatious and incontrovertible. It was there in his 
philosophy and in his conduct alike. He won the ap- 
plause of all the philmophes by abolishing torture and, 
what is more, by decreeing freedom of the press. “My 
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people and 1." he said. "have conic to an amicable un- 
derstanding. 1 allow them to say anything they want, 
and they allow me to do anything I want." This is 
where the Machiavellian streak in him triumphed. In 
his iron determination to enhance the power of 
Prussia and enlarge its boundaries, he made secret 
treaties of alliance with all his potential enemies, 
marched his armies into Silesia, marched them into 
Bohemia, waged war off and on for twenty years, and 
in the end emerged victorious. Perhaps Goethe had 
Frederick in mind when he wrote that "whoever acts 
is always unscrupulous." 

PERSPECTIVE ON THE NEW 
The new United States canie closer to realizing the 
philosophy of the Enlightenment, both in domestic 
and foreign affairs, than did any Old World nation. 
For here all the auspiccs were favorable. Here nature 
provided an abundance unparalleled in history; here 
wide occans all but guarantecd immunity from attack; 
here were no historic national enmities; here an 
enlightened citizenry could-and did-choose enlight- 
ened leaders; and here too the leaders, if not enlight- 
ened, were debarred by constitutional limitations 
from abusing power. Here, in the words of Toni Paine, 
man was "a new Adam in a new Paradise." 

Yet even herc, as in the Old World, history outwit- 
ted nature, and human nature seduced niorality and 
confounded enlightenment. And in each of these 
areas philosophy was prepared to provide Reasons of 
State. Reasons of Economy, and Reasons of Society. 
A score of examples crowd into our minds. 

First, there was indeed, in the words of Jefferson's 
First Inaugural, "land cnough for our descendants to 
the thousandth and thousandth generation." But the 
American frontiersman was not given to patience. 
With the connivance of the national government he 
drove the Indians from their ancient hunting grounds 
by fire and disease, destroyed their ancient civiliza- 
tions, alienated millions of acres guaranrccd to the In- 
dians by solemn treaties, seized others by fraud and 
chicanery, and, by the end of the century, destroyed 
the last of their tribes. 

Second is the whole of that American version of 
Reason of State called Manifest Destiny. In its name 
Americans flooded into Mexican Texas and Califor- 

'nia. When, in their folly (a folly comparable to that of 
the Austrians who resisted Bismarck), the Mexicans 
resisted the American influx, war eruptcd, and within 
two years a victorious United States tore Mexico in 
half. 

Third, delegates from every state had signed, in 
1776, a declaration that "all men are created equal," 
but that did nor interfere with slavery. When the 
paradox of liberty and slavery under the same banner 
began to trouble Americans, slave-owners formulated 
a proslavery argument whose logic and sanctions 
would have put Machiavelli to shame. In earlier years 
some of them had excused slavery as a "necessary 
evil." By the 1840s slavery was celebrated by 
slaveholders as an institution designed by Providence 
to save the souls of millions of Africans from eternal 
damnation and therefore a blessing to blacks and 
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whiles alike. What is more. i t  was celebrated as the 
foundation for a high civilization: Witness Greece, 
witness Ronic! It was the basis of a sound economy; it 
preserved an agricultural civilization, infinitely more 
moral than an industrial onc; it provided a welfare 
statc for tlic blacks, who were taken carc of in illness 
as in health, in age as in infancy. As Manifest Destiny 
was the Reason of State of the frontiersmen, so white 
supremacy was the Reason of State of the white 
South.  

All of this might not seem at first lo fit inlo the 
category of foreign affairs, but in the eyes of the vic- 
tinis, Indian or Mexican, the dcstruction of their 
civilization and the rapc of their lands did not differ 
from the seizure of Silesia by Frederick the Great; and 
in thc eyes of the slaves, their lot was not very 
diffcrent from that described by Tacitus. 

Fourth, the new imperialism of the '%, which 
ended the Spanish Empire in America and brought 
the United.States Hawaii and the Philippines, belongs 
indubitably in the rcalm of foreign affairs. It is point- 
less to debate the  ethics of the American seizure of 
Puerto Rico, of Cuba (briefly), and of the Pacific is- 
lands, or even the desperate three-year war by the 
Filipinos to win independence from Spain and the 
United States alike. What is relevant is that the ma- 
jority of Americans rcgarded all this not as old- 
fashioned imperialism but as a "moral" crusade. Cer- 
tainly President McKinley did. Faced with the prob- 
lem of annexation of the Philippines, he sought and 
found guidance from Heaven. "It canie to me one 
night," he told a delegation of Methodist ministers, 
"that we could not turn the islands over to France or 
Germany, our commercial rivals; that would be bad 
business and discreditable. We would not give them 
back to Spain; that would be cowardly and dishonor- 
able. We would not leave them to themselves; they 
wcrc unfit for sclf-govcrnment. There was therefore 
nothing left for us to do but take care of them and edu- 
cate thcni and Christianize them." Except in his 
egregious failure to recognize that the Filipinos had 
been Christians for four centuries, he may have been 
right-who knows'? What we do know is that the ethi- 
cal standards he invoked did not differ from those 
Reasons of State that Machiavelli and Frederick the 
Great had invoked. 

The differences between the American and the Old 
World versions of Reason of State narrowed and 
.finally evaporated during the  Johnson-Nixon presi- 
dencies. More shamefully than any other chapter in 
our history, unless i t  is the long chapter of slavery, 
Vietnam confessed the  American repudiation of the 
Enlightenment and its complaisance with Machi- 
avellianism. The U.S. assault upon that distant part 
of the globc began, almost prophetically, with an act of 
deception of our own people by the prwident: the 
alleged attack by the Vietnamese on American gun- 
boats in Tonkin Bay (where, needless to say, they had 
no business lo be). It ended with the Machiavellian 
rhetoric of Secretary Kissinger who, impatient with 
North Vietnamese reluctance to sign a final agree- 
ment. observed that "a week's bombing would have 
put this agreement in perspective." 



Few Americans now accept uncritically Stephen 
Decalur’s dictum “Our country! In her intercourse 
with foreign nations may s h e  always be in the  right, 
but our country right or wrong.”Something of that at- 
titude does linger on, not only in popular psychology, 
but in the  official attitude o f  the military and o f  the 
courts toward “civil disobedience.” Yet our  whole 
history celebrates such disobedience and exalts those 
who took refuge in i t .  We have, after al1,conferred im- 
mortality o n  Washington, Franklin, Jefferson, John 
Adams, and other Founding Fathers who refused to 
obey laws o f  parliament o r  royal decisions they 
thought odious and who fought to vindicate their con- 
victions about liberty and right. We have forgiven 
long ago those Southerners who, in the  name of states 
rights, revolted against the United States and “bore 
a rms  against her.” We opened our  doors, and our  
arms, to the  thousands of Germans,  Italians, and 
French who refused to obey Hitler, Mussolini, or 
Laval, taking for granted that their loyalty would be 
not to the  country o f  their birth but to mankind. 

In all this  Americans have been fortunate, Ihr 
rarely have they been called on lo avow civil disobe- 
dience by going over to the enemy. Even John Brown, 
i t  should be remembered, was hanged for “treason” to 
Virginia, not to the United States--and his soul did go 
marching on. 

OF TERROR ANI) SUKVIVAL 
Certainly the  probleni in our  situation today is not one  
o f  open revolt o r  exile; i t  is not even. except in the 
military arena, one  of civil disobedience. What we arc 
confronted with is n o  less dramatic o r  significant: 
passive resistance to and noncooperation with policies 
that are considered immoral because they threaten the 
annihilation of man.  This, we nwsi  admit, is an issue 
o f  almost infinite complexity. N o  other chapter o f  
modern history illustrates that complexity more 
strikingly than that which records the debate over 
nuclear weapons. 

Since the 1940s successive governments have 
asserted the right o f  government to conscript science 
in defense of the “national security” and to put scien- 
tists in uniform, as  i t  were. I t  is natural enough for 
scientists and philosophers to insist that they will 
have no  part in rkscarch o r  in national policies that 
might lead to catastrophe But there are other, and 
compelling, dimensions to this probleni of loyalties 
divided between obligation to country, to scholarly in- 
tegrity, and to mankind and  posterity. It is all very 
well for the  scientist to say with Toni Paine that “my 
country is the  world and my religion is to do good.” 
But suppose h e  is confronted with a threat h e  believes 
is fraught with disaster for “mankind and posterity”‘? 
After all, Paine, for all his rhetoric, did not hold aloof 
from either the American o r  the  French revolution. 
Should physicists have held aloof in 1940. when the  
fate of civilization itself scemcd lo hang in the  bal- 
ance? Niels Bohr and Albert Einstein wcrc both 
“citizens of the world”-loyal ultiniately not just to  a 
nation but to science and morality. Were they wrong 
to warn Prcsident Rooscvclt that thc Nazis were 
working feverishly to produce atomic weapons? Were 

they wrong in their support of the  Manhattan Project, 
whose success-as the most far-sighted of them 
knew- would open a Pandora’s box of  evils? 

Confronted with this dilemma, some of Europe’s 
most distinguished scientists retired from their lab- 
oratories, while others took refuge in “enemy” coun- 
tries and enlisted in the atomic weapons race. How 
sobering to recall now Niels Bohr’s remark that “the 
outcome would be good and that in this enterprise the  
objectivity, friendliness and cooperation incarnate in 
science would play a helpful part.” 

Many of the atomic physicists responsible for the 
atomic bomb shared his hope and shared too the illu- 
sion that in the future they would have access lo the 
seats of power and might thereby channel atomic 
research into construclive projects. In vain the leading 
scientists at Los Alamos advised caution; in vain they 
proposed a peaceful demonstration of the bomb on  
sonic uninhabited island; in vain they urged delay in 
dropping a second bomb. 

Even then, if some  international agreement could 
have been rcachcd by the great powers, the damage 
might not have been irreparable, the  error irretriev- 
able. With the creation of the hydrogen bomb in 1953 
there was, rriirubilia clicnr, a second chance. A special 
advisory committee, which included some of the most 
distinguished physicists in the world, recommended 
that the United Stfitcs suspend production of the 
bomb and seck instead some  form o f  international 
control. Again, in vain. T h e  military rccommcnded 
just the opposite. President Truman asked: “Can the 
Russians make the bomb‘?’ When assured that they 
could, he  decided, quite simply, “We have no  choice.” 

I t  is the apparent casualness with which so many of 
these portentous decisions in foreign policy were 
n u d e  that is most sobering. That was true of President 
Kennedy’s decision on  the Bay of Pigs invasion; of 
President Johnson’s decision t o  land 22,000 Marines 
on  Santo Doniingo in order to cancel out the legiti- 
mate election of Juan Bosch; of the chicanery that at- 
tended the Tonkin Bay proposal and congressional 
resolution and which inaugurated the unlimited 
bombing of Vietnam; of the decision by the Reagan 
administration to abandon SALT I1 and to redouble 
the cold war-a decision so demented that i t  beggars 
even the term “oxynioron”-and to prepare for a 
“protracted nuclear war.” In all of this we are re- 
minded o f  Truman’s comment o n  the decision to drop 
the Bomb: “I never lost an hour’s sleep.” 

Common sense, and fairness, requires recognition 
of further considerations of the effectiveness of a 
boycott by scientists with high moral principles of 
governmental policies that offend those principles. 

First, is there any government today so enlightened 
that i t  would acquiesce in such a decision? With a few 
exceptions, the  Hitler government did not. With no  
familiar exceptions, the  Soviet government does not. 
British and  American policy is somewhat more 
enlightened, but the  British did not tolerateBertrand 
Russell’s dissent in World War I and Americans drove 
Owen Lattiniore out o f  the country even in time of 
peace. 

Second, neither scientists nor philosophers are ini- 
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mune to the passions that afflict all men. Jefferson, for 
all his commitment to peace through commerce, was 
ready to assert that on the day France took New 
Orleans “we should marry ourselves to the British 
fleet and nation.** Einstein, Bohr, Szilard, and Fermi 
enlisted, with varying degrees of enthusiasm, in the 
war against Hitler. 

Third, even if some philosophers held aloof from 
wars they thought immoral, governments could al- 
ways find others who were not as fastidious. Besides, 
even high-mindedness is selective: Napoleon spared 
Gijttingen but not Leipzig; Secretary Stimson spared 
Kyoto but not Tokyo, which had its own claims on 
civilization. And though Hitler did not bomb Paris, 
Americans destroyed Dresden. Nor should .we over- 
look the elementary fact that ten-megaton bombs can- 
not be selective. 

Finally, to expect scientists and philosophers (the 
old category of Moral Philosophy would cover both 
groups) to bear the burden of great moral decisions 
that are, especially in a democracy, the responsibility 
of the whole society, is to put upon them burdens 
greater than they should be asked to bear. If history 
teaches anything, it teaches us that great moral deci- 
sions and policies, if they are to be effective, must 
come from the bottom up as well as from top down. 
Socrates did not convert Athens or Jesus Jerusalem. 

Though Congress has listened to an annual reading 
of Washington’s Farewell Address for over a hundred 
years, it has yet to adhere to its admonitions on 
foreign policy: 

Nothing is more essential than that permanent, inveter- 
ate antipathies against particular nations ... should be ex- 
cluded, and that in place of them just and amicable feel- 
ings toward all should be cultivated. .The nation which 
indulges toward another an habitual hatred or an 
habitual fondness, is in some degree a slave .... Antipathy 
in one nation against another disposes each more readily 
to offer insult and injury, to lay hold of slight causes of 
umbrage, and to be haughty and intractable when acci- 
dental or trifling occasions of dispute occur. 

OF NATIONALISM AND SENSIBILITY 
Is there, then, any philosophy we can espouse, any 
policy we can pursue that can persuade us to take to 
heart Washington’s advice and thus mitigate the 
threat of nuclear destruction which hangs over us? 
Can we hope to avoid suicide? 

Perhaps this is the wrong question. It is rooted in 
assumptions that are valid enough today but whose 
validity is every day diminishing. 

Religious wars persisted in the West as long as 
religious faith was the ultimate test, as long as religion 
was everywhere associated with the nation and the 
prince (Cuius Regio, Eius Religio). When, in the sev- 
enteenth and eighteenth centuries, well-being in the 
secular worlctook precedence over salvation in the 
next, religious wars died out of their own accord, as it 
were. They persist here and there-inextricably con- 
nected with race and with ancient antipathies-in In- 
dia, the Middle East, and Ireland. They are tragic, but 
they do not threaten the end of the earth. 

Dynastic wars-the very term sounds strange to 
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modern ears-raged through much of Europe (and 
China) from the Wars of the Roses down to the Wars 
of the Spanish Succession and the War of Austrian 
Succession. With the passing of kings and emperors 
and of dynasties, they too have become pretty much a 
thing of the past, or have been metamorphosed into a 
different kind of war. 

Wars for empire flourished for more than two 
hundred years-in the New World, Asia, and Africa. 
Finally, when all existing territory was occupied, and 
when those who were among the occupied gained in 
strength and came to make their own laws, territorial 
wars all but disappeared. 

The Peloponnesian War and some of the Roman 
wars were “commercial”; but commercial wars, as we 
know them, emerged in the seventeenth and eigh- 
teenth centuries as the other side of the coin of im- 
perial wars, They were, indeed, almost a logical 
manifestation of mercantilism. And commercial wars 
too died down as not only philosophers but even 
statesmen came to realize that commerce could be an 
instrument of peace and prosperity rather than of 
war-something the Reagan administration has still 
to learn. With the growing dependence on interna- 
tional commerce and with the emergence in our own 
time of the multinational corporation, commercial 
wars have taken their place in the museum of histori- 
cal anachronisms. 

What we are threatened with today are nationalist 
wars-wars dictated or conditioned by a curious com- 
bination of ideology, imperialism, and economic rival- 
ries, with ideology the dominant factor. We have not 
yet fully realized that today nationalism is as much of 
an anachronism as states rights, and nationalist 
ideology as much of an anachronism as religious 
ideology. Yet every great problem that confronts the 
American-or any other-people is global; not one 
can be solved by the mechanics of a single nation or 
within the framework of that nation. 

We take nationalism for granted as perhaps the 
central fact of history. Yet nationalism as we know it is 
a relatively recent development: It certainly has had’a 
shorter life than, let us say, feudalism. Nationalism- 
if those at the levers of control of nuclear weapons 
permit-will in time go the way of feudalism. 

The mechanisms for avoiding catastrophe need not 
require the abandonment of nationalism or the crea- 
tion of some supernational organization; merely a sen- 
sible and realistic distribution of authority over what 
is, inescapably, global in nature and what can be man- 
aged within the framework of individual nations. 
Much of this already is under way: in the economic 
.arena in the work of the multinationals,and in the 
political and juridical arenas in the work of the 
specialized agencies of the United Nations. 
As Friedrich Meinecke wrote: “Often in history the 

final consequences of ideas can only be drawn when 
life is ready for the whole series.” The highest task of 
modern statesmanship is to encourage and promote a 
climate of opinion when life will be ready for the 
whole series of commitments called upon for ultimate 
salvation. IB!Y 


